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Abstract— There have been many studies on measuring and interpreting interdomain routing dynamics. Most of them, however, are based on
the approach of off-line and passive post-processing BGP routing updates.
We propose a new methodology that uses real-time and active monitoring
to troubleshoot various BGP routing anomalies. This paper focuses on a
specific BGP routing problem — missing routes that occur when some ASes
can reach a prefix while others can’t. The idea is to periodically monitor the BGP routing status at multiple vantage points, like Route Views,
and when a possible missing route event is detected issue traceroute queries
from various looking glasses to learn of the packet-forwarding path status.
By comparing previous and current packet-forwarding paths, we can have
an idea of where the missing route event takes place. This paper examines
the plausibility of this methodology and discusses preliminary experimental
results.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years researchers have observed and examined various problems in the inter-domain routing system. The causes of
these routing problems can be understood through analytic modeling, e.g., E-BGP and I-BGP route oscillation problems [1], [2],
[3], [4], [5] and missing routes [6]. The dynamics of how these
problems occur in Internet, however, are not well understood.
For example, an ISP announces a prefix to the inter-domain routing system, but some ASes can observe the prefix while others
can’t. How does this missing route problem happen? And where
does it take place? Currently, there is no automated mechanism
for resolving missing routes. Nevertheless, such mechanisms
are important for the originating ISP to maintain reliable global
reachability to its address space.
The two questions in understanding and troubleshooting such
an inter-domain routing problem are how it happens (assigning
root cause) and where it happens (determining location). These
questions are made challenging by the lack of information about
the routing problem. This insufficiency of information results in
a diversity of possible routing events that can cause the same
routing problem. In general, finding the root cause is more difficult than locating the place it happens [7]. Previous research
on correlating multiple BGP update streams suggests that, in today’s BGP paths with average length of 4.7 peerings, only about
2 peerings can be ruled out as a suspect that causes a path change
while others are undecidable [8]. Fundamentally, this arises because BGP is designed to abstract routing information in order
to achieve scalability, hence the path information in BGP routing updates is too coarse to reasonably infer on where BGP path
changes happen. Even if it were possible to locate the origin of
a problem, routers support diverse mechanisms on routing configuration and different configurations may result in the same
routing status, hence it is not possible to infer causality based on
the change of routing status [8], [9].
This paper proposes a methodology to estimate the location of
a routing event in AS peering topology. Our methodology mir-

rors the manual techniques that ISP operators use to diagnose
their routing problems. First, we periodically monitor the BGP
routing status of multiple vantage points, e.g., Route Views, to
detect possible missing route events by using a simple detection
heuristic. The heuristic is not designed to identify every missing route event precisely, but to pick the prefixes (ranges of IP
addresses) that may suffer a missing route problem for a significant period so that we can have enough time to diagnose the
problem. Then we issue traceroute queries to various looking
glasses to obtain current packet-forwarding paths to those suffering prefixes. By comparing the previous and current packetforwarding paths, we can estimate the location of the problem.
We first describes the detection heuristic of missing route
events in Section II. Section III describes the localization algorithms. Section IV examines whether current monitoring infrastructure of looking glasses can support this troubleshooting
mechanism. And Section V provides a preliminary experimental result of our prototype of the localization algorithms.
II. M ISSING ROUTE E VENTS
This section answers the following questions:
How can missing route events happen?
• How can we detect the missing route events?
• How frequently do the missing route events happen? If problems are rare, then operators can just ignore them.
•

A. How missing route events happen
Previous research has shown that prefixes originated from one
ISP may not be seen by all ASes in the Internet [10], [6]. It
was suggested that sometimes this is due to commercial strategies which are intentionally configured into routing policies and
not a routing problem that we are interested in. What we are
concerned is the “unintentional” missing route problem — for
a period of time (minutes, hours, or days) an announced prefix
cannot be reached by some ASes. The problem may take place
in the origin AS (IBGP problems), AS peerings (EBGP problems), or the transit ASes (IBGP problems). We briefly describe
the causes discovered by researchers and operators.
Table I lists the possible causes of missing-route events. We
roughly divide the “unintentional” causes into two categories:
misconfiguration and network instability. The causes of misconfiguration are the direct results of human errors, while network instability includes hardware and software problems. This
classification is not mutually exclusive since some network instability may result from combination of misconfiguration and
network failures. We first describe the types of misconfiguration which may happen in various places [6].
Conflicting RR Router ID: This is an IBGP misconfiguration

Cause
RR-RID
RR-CID
IBGP-MESH
FILTER
FLAP

OTP

Description
Router ID is duplicated.
Cluster ID is duplicated.
The IBGP mesh is not full.
Filter configuration is wrong.
Session resets due to layer 2 or hardware problems.
Route is falsely suppressed.
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OT
P
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Number of Prefixes
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TABLE I. Causes of missing route problems. The codes for cause location are
O for origin AS, P for EBGP peerings, and T for transit ASes.
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problem for route reflectors (RR). If router sees its own router
ID in the Originator attribute in any received route announcement, it will reject that route. This mechanism is how a route
reflector attempts to avoid routing loops. So, if operators set the
routers’ IDs by hand, it’s possible that two routers have same ID
which results in missing routes. This error can happen in origin
AS or transit ASes.
Conflicting RR Cluster ID: This is also an IBGP misconfiguration problem for route reflectors. If router sees its own router ID
in the Cluster-ID attribute in any received route announcement,
it will reject that route. This mechanism is how a route reflector avoids redundant information. So, if Route Reflector Clients
(RRC) don’t peer with all the RR in the same cluster, missing
routes can happen. This error can happen in origin AS or transit
ASes.
Incomplete IBGP Mesh: BGP requires a full IBGP mesh. A
lack of IBGP peering can result in incomplete route propagation
e.g., a route announcement received from a peer is not propagated to a downstream AS.
Filtering: The route is blocked by input or output filters. Most
router implementations support various types of filter configuration, e.g., filters based on prefixes, AS PATH, and community
attributes. The causes of filter misconfiguration can be cut-andpaste buffer problems, typos in configuration commands, unawareness of implicit filtering rules of router implementation,
or confusion about complex policy rules set by operators themselves.
In addition to the above misconfiguration errors, there can be
some network instability that causes some routes not propagated
temporarily. Here are two examples.
BGP Session Resets: During a session reset, all routes going
through that peering are withdrawn and re-announced. There are
many events that can cause BGP session resets or peering flaps.
For example, KEEPALIVE messages are lost due to some layer
2 problems, router reboots continually, rate limiting parameters
are wrong, MTU is incorrectly set on links, PMTU discovery
is disabled on routers, faulty MUXes, bad connectors, interoperability problems, PPP problems, satellite or radio problems,
weather, etc.
Flap Damping: Route flap damping mechanism can result in
convergence problem that suppresses the propagation of valid
routes [11].
The duration of missing routes varies for different causes and
different network configurations. We are more interested in the
events that last for a significant period (at least tens of minutes)
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Fig. 1. Distribution of withdrawal duration for prefixes withdrawn by all observing vantage points (solid line), one vantage point (dashed), and some
vantage points (dotted).

than those transient events (a few minutes). We next consider
the detection mechanisms by passively monitoring BGP routing
status.
B. How can we detect the missing route events
ISP operators usually make use of various BGP vantage
points like Route Views and RIPE RIS to check whether their
prefixes appear in global BGP tables. Thus, a simple heuristic
to detect missing routes is that as long as there is at least one vantage point unable to reach a prefix while others can, then a missing route event is said to happen. This heuristic, however, will
sensitively detect those reachability problems that are caused by
transient session failures, which is not what we want. We want
to restrict the detection criteria to pick the missing route events
that last for a significant period, e.g., 30 minutes.
From the BGP updates collected by Route Views from Jan. 1
to 31, 2004, we calculate the duration of each possible missing
route event. Since it is impossible to know how many missing
route events occurred within that period of time, we assume that
each missing route affects only one prefix and we count the number of prefixes that experience the missing route problem. Figure 1 shows the average number of prefixes withdrawn at most
t seconds per hour, that is, those prefixes are withdrawn from
the BGP tables of some vantage points for at most t seconds. To
understand whether the number of vantage points that observe
the missing route events is correlated with the event duration,
we classify the missing route events into three groups. In the
figure, the solid line shows the number of prefixes (representing
missing route events) withdrawn by all vantage points that ever
observe them. The dashed line is for prefixes withdrawn by one
vantage point while at least one other vantage point has routes
to them. And the dotted line is for prefixes withdrawn by more
than one vantage points when at least one other vantage point
has routes to them.
For the dashed line, there are two spikes: one in 50–60
seconds and another in 78–90 seconds, which are roughly
two and three times of the default MinRouteAdver timer, respectively. We find that the many single-vantage-point withdrawals occur simultaneously for prefixes from various origin
ASes. This observation indicates that single-vantage-point withdrawals (dashed line) are likely caused by transient events on the

peering sessions near to vantage points. Also, since all-vantagepoint withdrawals (solid line) are not missing route events according to the definition, it is only the some-vantage-point withdrawals (dotted line) that we are interested in.
Accordingly, our detection heuristic is to select the prefixes
such that the routes to them are withdrawn by at least two
vantage points. Intuitively these events likely take place in
some transit peerings instead of the peerings adjacent to vantage points. Also, this event likely lasts long enough for us to
localize it.
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Fig. 2. Missing Route: vantage point x can’t reach prefix p1 while y can, where
a, b, c, d represent ASes, x, y are the ASes having BGP vantage points, and
l, m are looking glasses.

C. How frequently do the missing route events happen
Past research showed that up to 5% of Internet routing table
was unreachable by some providers and 2,000 origin ASes not
globally visible [10]. Figure 1 shows that there are, on the average, 3.5 prefixes per hour suffering the missing route problem
according to our detection criteria, namely, at least two vantage
points lose the routes to them for more than 30 minutes while
other vantage points still have routes to them during that period
of time.
III. L OCALIZATION OF M ISSING ROUTE E VENTS
This section is to answer these questions: How can we localize the missing route events? What are the costs of these
localization methods?
The localization algorithm is to locate the suspect peerings
that stop the route propagation. We first describe an ideal algorithm for this localization problem and why we can’t use this
algorithm in current stage. Then we propose other algorithms
that we used in our experiments.
A. Prefix-Level Localization
The basic element for BGP policy configuration is prefix.
Different prefixes from the same origin AS may have different
routes and suffer from different routing events.
Figure 2 shows an example of missing route events. Prefix
p1 is originated by AS-d. Th vantage point in AS-x reaches
p1 via the path (x, a, b, c, d), and the vantage point in AS-y uses
(y, b, c, d). Suppose an unknown error takes place in the peering
(a, b) and results in a withdrawal of the path (x, a, b, c, d). Ideally, if we know that looking glasses l and m previously reached
the prefix p1 via the routes (l, ra , rb , rc , rd ) and (m, rb , rc , rd ),
respectively (where ra is a router in AS-a), then we can use the
following algorithm to locate the suspect peerings. We ask looking glasses l and m to traceroute to prefix p1 . If m can reach p1
but l only traceroutes to ra and stops, then the peering (a, b) is
a suspect peering.
In order to use this algorithm, we need to know the route from
any looking glass to any prefix. Assuming there are 140,000
prefixes in default-free BGP tables and we query a looking glass
for the route to a prefix every 60 seconds, then it takes 97.22
days to obtain the routing snapshot for each looking glass. If
we increase the query rate to one prefix per one second, we can
obtain the routing snapshot within two days, but it will impose a
huge computational burden on the looking glass. So, this algorithm is not a practical solution for its high cost of routing status
acquisition. Thus, we propose other algorithms.
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Fig. 3. Missing Route: vantage point x can’t reach prefix p1 while y can.

B. Peering-level Localization
Figure 3 shows the same example of missing route events. But
here we only know that looking glass l could reach prefix p2 via
the route (l, ra , rb , re ) and m could reach p3 via (m, rb , rc , rf ).
Suppose the error that takes place in peering (a, b) is a peering
failure (e.g., BGP session reset) that causes withdrawal of the
paths (a, b, c, d) for prefix p1 and (a, b, e) for prefix p2 . Now, if
we ask looking glass l to traceroute to p2 , l will answer that it
stops at AS-a. Based on this answer, we can only say the peering (a, b) is a suspect peering if the cause of this missing route
event is a peering failure. Consider otherwise: if the cause is a
filter misconfiguration and affects only prefix p1 , then no matter whether looking glass l can reach p2 we can’t say anything
about which peering is a suspect peering for this missing route
event of p1 .
The cost of initial routing status acquisition for this algorithm
is relatively small since we only need to know whether a looking
glass can reach a specific peering. One way of obtaining that
information is to ask each looking glass for its route to every
AS. Assuming there are 14,000 ASes in the Internet, and we
query a looking glass for the route to an AS every 60 seconds,
then it takes 9.7 days to obtain the routing snapshot for each
looking glass, which is acceptable.
C. Approximate Prefix-level Localization
The peering-level localization algorithm is not suitable for localizing missing routes caused by problems other than peering
failures, so we suggest using prefix-level localization with less
knowledge of initial routing status. The idea is to let each looking glass be in charge of a subset of all prefixes, hence the overhead of initial probing can be reduced. For example, if there
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Fig. 4. Peering Visibility

are 140,000 prefixes and 100 looking glasses, then each looking
glass traceroutes to 5,000 prefixes one by one which takes 3.5
days. For each prefix, we have the initial routing status from
3–4 looking glasses. Based on this routing status, we can apply
the prefix-level localization algorithm.
IV. L OOKING G LASSES C OVERAGE
This section describes the experimental results of probing initial routing status. We are interested in knowing how much of
the topology is covered by a single looking glass since this extent of coverage affects what area of Internet our localization algorithms can work. Table II lists the looking glasses we used to
estimate the coverage. The experiment is to make each looking
glass issue traceroute probes to 16,575 ASes. The table shows
that each looking glass discover 31–42 thousand links (in router
level) and 4–7 thousand AS peerings. The coverage is quite
small — about 12% of AS peerings are covered by each looking
glass.
The last column in the table shows the marginal information provided by the i-th looking glass when the first i looking
glasses are used. That is, when we include one more looking
glass into our monitor infrastructure, we obtain less than 1%
more coverage of the entire peering topology. This observation
suggests that it is more feasible to localize routing problems occurred in Internet core than in the edge which consists of large
portion of peering topology that are not tracerouted from looking glasses.
The localization algorithms require diverse routing knowledge from multiple looking glasses. That is, the more looking
glasses can reach a peering, the more likely we can detect the
routing problem occurred in that peering. Figure 4 shows the
number of visible peerings that are visible to exactly L looking
glasses. Only 17,303 (30.01%) of total 57,672 peerings are visible to our looking glasses. Among them, 13,997 peerings are
visible to at least three looking glasses.
A. Mapping Routers to ASes
The traceroutes return the IP addresses of the routers in the
packet forwarding paths to the specified destination. To know
what AS peerings included in the packet forwarding path, we
need to map the router addresses to AS numbers. Previous research proposed a computationally intensive algorithm for IP-
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Fig. 5.
Failed traceroutes to destinations in prefixes p1 and p2 :
traceroute(l, p1 ) = (l, ra , rb , ∗), traceroute(l, p2 ) = (l, ra , rb , ∗),
traceroute(m, p1 ) = (m, rc , ∗), traceroute(m, p2 ) = (m, rb , ∗).

to-AS mappings based on dynamic programming [12]. Since
our tool is designed to work in real time, we’d like to use simpler and faster approaches. There are two such methods. One
is based on operational BGP tables, the other is based on IRR
registry.
In the first method, we obtain the BGP tables from Route
Views vantage points. Given a router address, we find the
longest matched prefix. If the path to this prefix ends with AS-o,
then we say the router is located in AS-o. As of Mar. 27, 2004,
there are 198,238 prefixes in these BGP tables.
In the second method, we obtain the IRR databases from 59
IRRs (e.g., RIPE, RADB, ARIN, APNIC). The databases record
that which prefix is allocated to which AS. Among the 198,238
prefixes in operational BGP tables, this method is able to decide
the origin ASes of 171,013 (86%) prefixes.
We first use BGP tables to do the mappings, then if there is
some router addresses not mapped, we make use of the IRR data.
According to [12], this mapping has 73% accuracy.
B. What Routers Block Traceroutes
As described previously, our experimental result shows that
each looking glass has a small traceroute coverage of peering
topology. There are two possible explanations for it. One is that
many routers block the traceroute probes and cause downstream
routers untraceable. Another is that the peerings which are not
“seen” are on the edge of Internet.
This section discusses the first explanation. We want to know
whether the routers in some transit-ASes tend to block traceroutes. Our method is to compute for each transit AS-T the number of prefixes (or origin ASes) that can’t be tracerouted because
the traceroutes stopped at some router r in T . That is, router r
is the last identified router for the traceroute to some origin AS.
The actual blocking router is the next router to r, which cannot
be identified (i.e., traceroute shows ’*’ for this router), hence we
do not know which AS it belongs to. Currently, we assume this
blocking router resides in the same AS (i.e., AS-T ) as the router
r. Figure 5 shows an example.
The result shows that there are 2,039 transit ASes where
traceroutes from some looking glasses terminated. Table III
shows 10 transit ASes that blocks traceroutes to most origin
ASes. Most of these ASes are in the Internet core, so it is possible that some routers in these ASes are configured to block

TABLE II. Estimated traceroute coverage of looking glasses.

TABLE III. Traceroute-blocking Transit-ASes. Oblocked is the number of origin ASes which looking glasses can’t traceroute to because it stops at this
AS.

AS
10844
701
1239
7018
3356
209
2914
4323
3561
6461

Name
Vastnet
Alternet
SprintLink Backbone
AT&T WorldNet Services
Level 3 Communications
Qwest Communications
Verio
Time Warner Telecom
Cable & Wireless
Metromedia Fiber Network

Oblocked
14987
2117
2002
1552
1408
1353
896
637
586
582

traceroute probes. However, we are unable to determine where
these routers reside.
C. What Peerings Are Not Tracerouted
To examine the second explanation, we show the relation between the visibility of the peerings and the AS degree (we assume the ASes of low degree are on the edge
of Internet). Specifically, the degree of peering (X, Y ) is
min{degree(X), degree(Y )}.
Figure 6 shows the CDF of the peerings that are not tracer-
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Fig. 6. Distribution of the number of peerings that are not tracerouted and have
x degree.

outed. Figure 7 shows the CDF’s of the peerings that are tracerouted by L looking glasses, where L is labeled in the end of
the CDF curve. It appears that there is no significant correlation
between the degree of peering and its visibility. Accordingly,
we prefer the first explanation that some routers in Internet core
ASes tend to block traceroutes.
V. L OCALIZATION E XPERIMENTS
Based on the initial routing status obtained in Section IV we
conduct experiments of localizing missing route events using
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Fig. 7. Distribution of the number of peerings that are tracerouted by L looking
glasses and have x degree. L is labeled in the end of the distribution.

two algorithms. Our preliminary results are described below.

points every 15 minutes and choose one prefix p that matches
the following conditions.
1. The routes to this prefix are withdrawn by at least two vantage points.
2. The initial routing status shows that we have more than three
looking glasses (denoted by {li }) that had routes {r1,i } to this
prefix.
3. The occurrence time of the event is latest.
When such a prefix is found, we ask looking glasses {li } to
traceroute to it and obtain the new routes {r2,i }. Then we compare the two set of routes {r1,i } and {r2,i } to infer the suspect
peerings using the heuristics described in Section III-A. We ran
the experiment for a week from Mar. 21 to 27, 2004. During
the experiment, our monitor examines the vantage points’ BGP
tables 669 times. The result shows that 534 possible missingroute events are detected, of which 54 events (10.11%) can be
localized based on our heuristics.
VI. F UTURE W ORK

A. Peering-level Localization
This experiment uses the algorithm described in Section III-B
to determine how many missing route events are caused by peering failures. First, we detect the possible missing-route events
by monitoring vantage points’ BGP tables. Specifically, we examine the BGP updates from Route Views vantage points every
15 minutes and choose one prefix p that matches the following
conditions.
1. The routes to this prefix are withdrawn by at least two vantage points. So this event likely takes place in some transit peerings instead of the peerings adjacent to vantage points. Also,
this event likely lasts long enough for us to localize it.
2. The AS peerings along those routes were all reachable by
some looking glasses according to the initial routing status obtained in Section IV.
3. If multiple prefixes meet the above two conditions during
past 15 minutes, select the prefix whose event occurrence time
is latest. So this event likely lasts long enough for us to localize
it.
Then, we determine whether this event is caused by peering
failure by checking the reachability of the common peerings
along the withdrawn routes. Specifically, supposed there are
n common peerings {peeringi } in the withdrawn routes, we
check the peering reachability by the following procedure:
1. For peeringi , we find the looking glasses {li,j } that tracerouted through peeringi to reach some IP address {ai,j }.
2. Send traceroute queries {ai,j } to looking glasses {li,j }. If at
least one looking glass returns that it can reach peeringi , then
peeringi is reachable, i.e., it doesn’t suffer peering failure.
3. If there is one peering unreachable, then we say this missing
route event is caused by peering failure occurred in that peering.
We ran the experiment for 4 days from Feb. 10 to 13,
2004. During the experiment, our monitor examines the vantage points’ BGP tables 381 times (once per 15 minutes). The
result shows that we detect 378 possible missing-route events,
of which 11 events (2.91%) have some peerings unreachable.
B. Approximate Prefix-level Localization
This experiment is to use the algorithm of Section III-C. Similarly, we examine the BGP updates from Route Views vantage

We have shown that missing routes are a problem in the Internet (about 3.5 occur every hour) and that existing monitoring
infrastructure of looking glasses can provide us a rough location
of the problem ASes (about 10% of the time using our prototype monitor). There is still much work to be done. First, we
need to build query interface to more looking glasses so that
we can reduce the query load for each looking glass and have
more diverse initial routing status. Second, we’d like to know if
there is a pattern of what routers are more likely to block traceroute queries. Finally, there is a problem of validation, i.e., how
can we know our localization algorithms really catch the suspect
peerings. We are cooperating with our ISP to setup a controlled
experiment to validate these results.
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